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chilling story of murder, romance, and betrayal in high society where one
rough-and-tumble detective might find his own life on the line. Available
in a tall Premium Edition.
True Love - Jude Deveraux 2014-05-27
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jude Deveraux, the bestselling
author of unforgettable romance, returns with a breathtaking first book
in a fantastic series—the Nantucket Brides trilogy. Set on the magical
Massachusetts island, True Love introduces characters from a new
generation of Montgomery-Taggerts, the beloved family from Deveraux’s
classic novels. Just as Alix Madsen is finishing up architectural school,
Adelaide Kingsley dies and wills her, for one year, the use of a charming
nineteenth-century Nantucket house. The elderly woman’s relationship to
the Madsen family is a mystery to the spirited Alix—fresh from a
romantic breakup—but for reasons of her own Alix accepts the quirky
bequest, in part because it gives her time to plan her best friend’s
storybook wedding. But unseen forces move behind the scenes, creaking
Kingsley House’s ancient floorboards. It seems that Adelaide Kingsley
had a rather specific task for Alix: to solve the strange disappearance of
one of the Kingsley women, Valentina, more than two hundred years ago.
If that wasn’t troubling enough, Alix must deal with the arrogant (and
extremely good-looking) architect Jared Montgomery, who is living in the
property’s guesthouse. Unbeknown to Alix, Jared has been charged with
looking after her while she lives on the island—an easy task for him,
considering the undeniable chemistry between the two. But Jared
harbors secrets of his own, which, if revealed, may drive a wedge
between the pair. With a glorious Nantucket wedding on the horizon,
sparks fly, and the ghosts of the past begin to reveal themselves—some
of them literally. Finding their lives inextricably entwined with the
turbulent fortunes of their ancestors, Alix and Jared discover that only by
righting the wrongs of the past can they hope to be together. BONUS:
This edition includes an excerpt from Jude Deveraux's For All Time.
Praise for True Love “Jude Deveraux’s Nantucket Brides series will
sweep you away. A beautiful island, a sexy man, and plenty of
secrets—this is a wonderful writer at her best.”—Susan Mallery, New
York Times bestselling author of Three Sisters “A new Jude Deveraux
novel means a very late night turning the pages straight through to the
delicious end.”—Susan Elizabeth Phillips, New York Times bestselling
author of The Great Escape “True Love, with its star-crossed lovers and
twisty plot, evokes everything that makes Nantucket so special—the
history, the atmosphere, the secrets, and the magic.”—Susan Wiggs
“Destined to be an instant romance classic . . . [It] will haunt you long
after you read it.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “Deveraux is at her
spellbinding romantic finest.”—Booklist “A novel about star-crossed love,
life, death and reincarnation . . . a romantic story of love so deep it
survives centuries.”—Kirkus Reviews
Fifty Shades Darker - E. L. James 2017
Daunted by the singular sexual tastes and dark secrets of the beautiful,
tormented young entrepreneur Christian Grey, Anastasia Steele has
broken off their relationship to start a new career with a Seattle
publishing house.
Cinnamon Gardens - Shyam Selvadurai 2012-12-04
Set in 1920s’ Ceylon, during the turbulent closing days of colonial rule,
this evocative story of intertwined lives takes us behind the fragrant
gardens and polished surfaces of the elite who reside in a wealthy suburb
of Colombo to reveal a world of splintered families, conflicted passions,
and lives destroyed by class hatred. Annalukshmi, a spirited young
schoolteacher, finds herself caught between her family’s pressures to
marry and her own desire for a more independent life. Then there is her
uncle Balendran, whose comfortable life of privilege is rocked by the
arrival of Richard, a lover from his past. Their uneasy reunion re-ignites
tensions with Balendran’s powerful father, and threatens all on which
Balendran has built his present life. Sensual, perceptive, and wise,
Cinnamon Gardens is a novel of exceptional achievement – an exquisite
tapestry of lives.

All Those Things We Never Said (UK Edition) - Marc Levy
2017-11-14
Days before her wedding, Julia Walsh is knocked sideways twice: once by
the sudden death of her estranged father...and again when he appears on
her doorstep after his funeral, ready to make amends, right his past
mistakes and prevent her from making new ones. Surprised to say the
least, Julia reluctantly agrees to turn what should have been her
honeymoon into a spontaneous road trip with her father to make up for
lost time. But when an astonishing secret is revealed about a past
relationship, their trip becomes a whirlwind journey of rediscovery that
takes them from Montreal to Paris to Berlin and back home again, where
Julia learns that even the smallest gestures she might have taken for
granted have the power to change her life forever. From international
bestselling author Marc Levy, the most widely read writer in France
today, comes an unusual and charming love story that reunites a father
and daughter, and past and present, in the most unexpected ways.
Delta Of Venus - Anaïs Nin 2004-02-02
From influential feminist artist and essayist Anais Nin, Delta of Venus is
one of the most important works of modern female erotica and "a joyous
display of the erotic imagination" (The New York Times Book Review).
Anais Nin pens a lush, magical world where the characters of her
imagination possess the most universal of desires and exceptional of
talents. Among these provocative stories, a Hungarian adventurer
seduces wealthy women then vanishes with their money; a veiled woman
selects strangers from a chic restaurant for private trysts; and a Parisian
hatmaker named Mathilde leaves her husband for the opium dens of
Peru. This is an extraordinarily rich and exotic collection from a master
of erotic writing. "Inventive, sophisticated . . . highly elegant
naughtiness."—Cosmopolitan
Keeping Secrets - Nora Roberts 2021-08-24
Meet the O'Hurleys in these two classic stories about romance and family
secrets... The Last Honest Woman As the widow of an infamous race car
champion, Abby O'Hurley is left with two sons and lots of secrets. Cynical
journalist and biographer Dylan Crosby plans to uncover everything Abby
is hiding about her former life, no matter what it takes. Living with Abby
to observe her everyday life, Dylan is surprised to find that she's not the
entitled person he expected her to be. She's a kind woman and a loving
mother, and though she has no reason to protect her late husband, there
are certain truths she won't give up--no matter how charming Dylan is.
But if Dylan is willing to open up first, he just might get the story he's
looking for...and a connection he wasn't expecting. Dance to the Piper
Maddy O'Hurley has been in the spotlight since she was five years old.
Now she's a dancer on Broadway, and her passionate performances have
made her a much-admired artist--and have captured the interests of
recording mogul Reed Valentine. Reed's always had careful control over
his emotions and he's never been interested in much past his business.
But something about Maddy intrigues Reed, and Maddy can feel their
connection, too. The two agree to be friends, only tempting the romantic
tension between them. Reed's wary of romance thanks to his painful
past, but can companionship really be enough?
Life Between Lives - Michael Newton 2014-01-08
Dr. Michael Newton is world-famous for his spiritual regression
techniques that take hypnotic subjects back to their time in the spirit
world. His two best-selling books of client case studies, Journey of Souls
and Destiny of Souls, have left thousands of readers eager to discover
their own afterlife adventures, their soul companions and guides, and
their purpose in this lifetime. Now, for the first time in print, Dr. Newton
reveals his step-by-step methods. His experiential approach to the
spiritual realms sheds light on the age-old questions of who we are,
where we came from, and why we are here. This groundbreaking
guidebook, designed for both hypnosis professionals and the general
public, completes the afterlife trilogy by Dr. Newton.
Ricochet - Sandra Brown 2007
The New York Times bestselling author of Chill Factor returns with a
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On Dublin Street - Samantha Young 2015-05-05
In this New York Times and USA Today bestselling sensation that
enraptured readers everywhere, a women hiding from her past has all of
her secrets laid bare. Perfect for fans of Colleen Hoover, Samantha
Young's blockbuster New Adult series is riveting and sexy! Braden
Carmichael is used to getting what he wants, and he's determined to get
Jocelyn into his bed. He knows she has a past, one that has made her
skittish about getting into a relationship, so he proposes an arrangement
that will satisfy their intense attraction without any strings attached. But
after an intrigued Jocelyn accepts, Braden decides he won't be satisfied
with just mind-blowing passion. The stubborn Scotsman is intent on truly
knowing her...down to the very soul.
The Erotic Potential of My Wife - David Foenkinos 2008
When Hector falls in love it's the way she washes windows that does it
for him. And so begins his new infatuation, a collection (and recollection)
of beautifully observed moments spent observing his wife's every move.
Wanted: Mail-Order Mistress - Deborah Hale 2011-04-01
Betrayed by his first wife, Simon Grimshaw won't marry again. But sultry
nights in Singapore can be lonely—nothing a beautiful English mistress
wouldn't fix! Bethan Conway answers an advert to become a wife,
believing it will help her secret search for her missing brother. But
Simon isn't the ugly old man she was expecting. He's a hot-blooded
bachelor who wants a woman in his bed—a position Bethan's more and
more tempted to fill!
Seduced by Twilight - Natalie Wilson 2014-01-10
Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight saga has maintained a tight grip on the
contemporary cultural imagination. This timely and critical work
examines how the Twilight series offers addictively appealing messages
about love, romance, sex, beauty and body image, and how these
charged themes interact with cultural issues regarding race, class,
gender and sexuality. Through a careful analysis of the texts, the fandom
and the current socio-historical climate, this work argues that the
success of the Twilight series stems chiefly from Meyer’s negotiation of
cultural mores.
Wishes - Jude Deveraux 2010-05-25
Shy, sweet Nellie Grayson frees herself from the burdens placed on her
by her demanding father and sister and is finally able to open herself to
love with a little help from a very unconventional fairy godmother.
Darker - E L James 2017-12-19
See the world of Fifty Shades of Grey anew through the eyes of Christian
Grey--a fresh perspective on the love story that has enthralled millions of
readers around the world. Look for E L James’ passionate new love story,
The Mister, available now. Their scorching, sensual affair ended in
heartbreak and recrimination, but Christian Grey cannot get Anastasia
Steele out of his mind, or his blood. Determined to win her back, he tries
to suppress his darkest desires and his need for complete control, and to
love Ana on her own terms. But the horrors of his childhood still haunt
him, and Ana’s scheming boss, Jack Hyde, clearly wants her for himself.
Can Christian’s confidant and therapist, Dr. Flynn, help him face down
his demons? Or will the possessiveness of Elena, his seducer, and the
deranged devotion of Leila, his former submissive, drag Christian down
into the past? And if Christian does win Ana back, can a man so dark and
damaged ever hope to keep her?
The Goalie's Anxiety at the Penalty Kick - Peter Handke 2007-12-10
The first of Nobel Prize winner Peter Handke's novels to be published in
English, The Goalie's Anxiety at the Penalty Kick is a true modern classic
that "portrays the...breakdown of a murderer in ways that recall Camus's
The Stranger" (The New York Times). The self-destruction of a soccer
goalie turned construction worker who wanders aimlessly around a
stifling Austrian border town after pursuing and then murdering, almost
unthinkingly, a female movie cashier is mirrored by Handke's use of
direct, sometimes fractured prose that conveys "at its best a seamless
blend of lyricism and horror seen in the runes of a disintegrating world"
(Boston Sunday Globe).
Fifty Shades of Pleasure: A Bedside Companion - Marisa Bennett
2012-05-18
Turn your bedroom into a playpen of pleasure and pain with this
unofficial guide to the sex tricks made famous by Christian Grey and
Anastasia Steele. If hot erotic romance novels have had you fantasizing
about certain naughty pleasures, or if you just want to add a little spice
to your sexy love sessions, this kinky how-to guide will bring your
fantasies to life. Explore the pleasure of a little pain, flex muscles you
didn’t know you had through hot sex positions and learn how to make or
break the rules in your playtime romp. With a light, playful tone, this
book eases you into the stingingly sweet side of sex. Each section

Artificial Intelligence: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications - Management Association, Information Resources
2016-12-12
Ongoing advancements in modern technology have led to significant
developments in artificial intelligence. With the numerous applications
available, it becomes imperative to conduct research and make further
progress in this field. Artificial Intelligence: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications provides a comprehensive overview of the latest
breakthroughs and recent progress in artificial intelligence. Highlighting
relevant technologies, uses, and techniques across various industries and
settings, this publication is a pivotal reference source for researchers,
professionals, academics, upper-level students, and practitioners
interested in emerging perspectives in the field of artificial intelligence.
Plant Anatomy - Pandey B.P. 2001
This book includes Embryology of Angiosperms, Morhogenesis of
Angiosperm abd Diversity and Morphology of flowering plants
Tales from the Time Loop - David Icke 2003
The author asserts that his most comprehensive exposé of the global
conspiracy ever written is all one needs to be truly free. Original.
Fifty Shades Freed (Movie Tie-In) - E. L. James 2018-01-16
THE OFFICIAL MOVIE TIE-IN EDITION. The major motion picture
releases on February 9 in time for Valentine's Day 2018 and is based on
volume three of the phenomenal #1 New York Times bestselling trilogy
with more than 150 million copies sold worldwide. When unworldly
student Anastasia Steele first encountered the driven and dazzling young
entrepreneur Christian Grey it sparked a sensual affair that changed
both of their lives irrevocably. Shocked, intrigued, and, ultimately,
repelled by Christian's singular erotic tastes, Ana demands a deeper
commitment. Determined to keep her, Christian agrees. Now, Ana and
Christian have it all--love, passion, intimacy, wealth, and a world of
possibilities for their future. But Ana knows that loving her Fifty Shades
will not be easy, and that being together will pose challenges that neither
of them would anticipate. Ana must somehow learn to share Christian's
opulent lifestyle without sacrificing her own identity. And Christian must
overcome his compulsion to control as he wrestles with the demons of a
tormented past. Just when it seems that their strength together will
eclipse any obstacle, misfortune, malice, and fate conspire to make Ana's
deepest fears turn to reality. This book is intended for mature audiences.
Wanted - J. Kenner 2014-01-07
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For fans of Release Me comes a
series of three enigmatic and powerful men, and the striking women who
can bring them to their knees. He is everything I crave, all I desperately
want—and he is everything I can’t have. Evan Black embodies my every
fantasy. He is brilliant, fierce, and devastatingly handsome. But he is also
headstrong, dangerous, and burdened with secrets. My family warned
me to stay away, that I could never handle Evan’s dark dealings or
scarred past. Maybe I should have listened. Maybe I should have run. But
our desire is undeniable, and some temptations you just can’t fight. And
from the moment we touch—the passion between us consuming us
both—I know that I will never be the same. Wanted is intended for
mature audiences. Praise for Wanted “If you’re looking for a steamy new
. . . series, Wanted is just the book.”—Harlequin Junkie “This is one of the
best books in this genre I have read this year.”—KT Book Reviews
“Wanted by J. Kenner is the whole package! A toe-curling smokin’ hot
read, full of incredible characters and a brilliant storyline that you won’t
be able to get enough of. I can’t wait for the next book in this series. . . .
I’m hooked!”—Flirty & Dirty Book Blog “J. Kenner has written an edgy
storyline that will fascinate and keep you wondering.”—The Reading
Cafe “Suffice it to say, I was hooked in the first few chapters. It was hot,
it was sexy, and it really shows that J. Kenner knows how to write in this
genre. I can’t wait to get my hands on Heated, the next book in the
series, and see whose hands get on whom. Enjoy!”—Eager Reader “I
loved this story! It had substance, lovable characters, and unexpected
discoveries. And the love between Evan and Angelina was passionate,
explosive, and utterly wonderful.”—Part of That World “I don’t know if I
have enough adjectives to describe the hotness of this book. . . . Julie
Kenner writes a heck of a story and I am definitely a fan!”—About That
Story “J. Kenner writes a compelling . . . story about two people with
many secrets. . . . Whenever Evan and Angie are together, the air sizzles
with tension.”—Cocktails and Books “Wanted is another J. Kenner
masterpiece. . . . This was an intriguing look at self-discovery and
forbidden love all wrapped into a neat little action suspense package.
There was plenty of sexual tension and eventually action. Evan was hot,
hot, hot! Together, they were combustible. But can we expect anything
less from J. Kenner?”—Reading Haven
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features excerpts from the Kama Sutra or classic erotica, extra tips like
“Dirty Talk Dos and Don’ts,” and offers further resources to continue
your naughty education. Gather your ben wa balls and feather ticklers
while this handbook gives you the rundown on all the hot moves you’ve
been wanting to try, from beginner bondage techniques and starter
spanking to hot wax and flogging—no dungeon required!
The Sisters of Versailles - Sally Christie 2015-09
Court intriguers are beginning to sense that young King Louis XV, after
seven years of marriage, is tiring of his Polish wife. The race is on to find
a mistress for the royal bed. The King's scheming ministers push Louise,
the eldest of the aristocratic Nesle sisters, into the arms of the King.
Over the following decade, of the five Nesle sisters-- Louise, Pauline,
Diane, Hortense, and Marie-Anne-- four will become mistresses to King
Louis XV. All will conspire, betray, suffer, and triumph in a desperate
fight for both love and power.
The Enticement - Tara Sue Me 2015
New York Times bestselling author Tara Sue Me returns to the story of
Abby and Nathaniel to explore the passion after the 'Happily-EverAfter'... Limits were made to be pushed. Abby West has everything she
wanted: a family, a skyrocketing new career, and a sexy, Dominant
husband who fulfills her every need. Only, as her life outside the
bedroom becomes hectic, her Master's sexual requirements inside
become more extreme. Abby doesn't understand Nathaniel's increased
need for control, but she can't deny the delicious way her body reacts to
his tantalizing demands... Between Abby's reluctance and Nathaniel's
unyielding commands, the delicate balance of power between the
Dominant and his submissive threatens to shift. And as the underlying
tension and desire between them heats up, so does the struggle to keep
everything they value from falling apart ...
Ignited - J. Kenner 2014-09-09
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For fans of Release Me comes a
series of three enigmatic and powerful men, and the striking women who
can bring them to their knees. He promised to take me as far as I could
go—and I wanted to go to the edge. My whole life has been a cover, a
con, a lie. I was born into the grift, raised on the thrill of playing
someone I’m not. As a rule, I never let anyone get too close—until Cole
August makes it impossible for me to stay away. Cole is tough, sexy, and
intensely loyal, yet his secrets are dark and his scars run deep. Not many
women can handle his past, or the truth behind his fierce demands. But
something about him beckons me—and our desire is a game I must play.
I know he’s dangerous, that even his touch is trouble, but what is passion
without a little risk? BONUS: This edition includes excerpts from J.
Kenner's Say My Name and Release Me. Ignited is intended for mature
audiences. Praise for Ignited “Ignited delivers both scorching hot scenes
along with the evolution and unpeeling of emotional barriers built by
past dark secrets. Moreover, the characters are complex, the passion is
intense and the ultimate message that love can heal all is
inspiring.”—The Romance Reviews (five stars) “[J.] Kenner’s Most
Wanted series is about people who walk a thin line between criminal
activity and superstar success, between passionate connections and
dangerous desires, between darkness and light. These books succeed
because Kenner is willing to walk that line right along with her
characters—to probe the darkness that frightens them, to explore the
passion that ignites them and to bring readers inside the relationships
that set them free. This book is no different. Brutally honest, searing,
kinky and seductive, Ignited is a book fans will adore and new readers
will find enjoyable as well.”—RT Book Reviews “Thought-provoking and
dramatic . . . Kenner writes with passion, beauty and a traumatic take on
romance and love.”—The Reading Cafe “Ignited is every bit as hot and
combustible as it sounds. . . . Kenner definitely knows how to write
steamy love scenes and how to push the pain/pleasure envelope with her
characters.”—Harlequin Junkie “Fantastic. From scorching heat to raw
emotion and then to a twisted situation with some pretty unsavory
characters, this book really had it all. . . . If you love heat, intensity and a
wealth of emotions, Ignited is a book for you! Thank you, Julie, for a
phenomenal story and a great addition to the Most Wanted
series.”—Read-Love-Blog “Ignited is one word that truly describes the
passion and connection of Cole August and Katrina Laron. . . . Ignited by
lust, passion, love, and chemistry, they found out they complemented
each other emotionally and physically.”—Four Chicks Flipping Pages
“Once again Kenner has written a book that reaches into your soul, pulls
out all your emotions and leaves you with a smile.”—The Book Reading
Gals
Fifty Shades Trilogy - E. L. James 2011
When Anastasia Steele, a young literature student, interviews wealthy
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young entrepreneur Christian Grey for her campus magazine, their initial
meeting introduces Anastasia to an exciting new world that will change
them both forever.
Odani - Harlan Coben 2012
Nobody's Perfect - Anthony Lane 2009-08-19
Anthony Lane on Con Air— “Advance word on Con Air said that it was all
about an airplane with an unusually dangerous and potentially lethal
load. Big deal. You should try the lunches they serve out of Newark.
Compared with the chicken napalm I ate on my last flight, the men in
Con Air are about as dangerous as balloons.” Anthony Lane on The
Bridges of Madison County— “I got my copy at the airport, behind a guy
who was buying Playboy’s Book of Lingerie, and I think he had the better
deal. He certainly looked happy with his purchase, whereas I had to ask
for a paper bag.” Anthony Lane on Martha Stewart— “Super-skilled, free
of fear, the last word in human efficiency, Martha Stewart is the woman
who convinced a million Americans that they have the time, the means,
the right, and—damn it—the duty to pipe a little squirt of soft cheese into
the middle of a snow pea, and to continue piping until there are ‘fifty to
sixty’ stuffed peas raring to go.” For ten years, Anthony Lane has
delighted New Yorker readers with his film reviews, book reviews, and
profiles that range from Buster Keaton to Vladimir Nabokov to Ernest
Shackleton. Nobody’s Perfect is an unforgettable collection of Lane’s
trademark wit, satire, and insight that will satisfy both the long addicted
and the not so familiar.
The Adultery Club - Tess Stimson 2010-02-10
Nicholas Lyon is the perfect husband—a handsome divorce attorney who
dotes on his wife and family. Sara Kaplan is the perfect seductress—a
vivacious young lawyer tired of being single. And Malinche Lyon is the
perfect wife—a still-beautiful cookbook writer and mother to three
darling daughters. Now, in this smart, wickedly sexy novel, Nick, Sara,
and Malinche are all about to join…The Adultery Club Suddenly
Nicholas—a man totally in love with his wife—is fantasizing about Sara.
Sara is toying with Nick. And Malinche is facing temptations of her own.
While appetites are whetted and sated from London to the English
countryside, what began as instant animal attraction is spinning wildly
out of control, turning lives upside down—and hearts inside out. And now
one heretofore happily married man and two very different women are
about to discover the difference between fulfilling your wildest
desires—and getting your just deserts.
My Name is Memory - Ann Brashares 2010-06-01
The latest from Ann Brashares, the New York Times bestselling author of
The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants, a magical story of reincarnation
and a love that lasts more than a lifetime Daniel has spent centuries
falling in love with the same girl. Life after life, crossing continents and
dynasties, he and Sophia (despite her changing name and form) have
been drawn together-and he remembers it all. For all the times that he
and Sophia have been connected throughout history, they have also been
torn painfully, fatally, apart. But just when Sophia (now "Lucy" in the
present) finally awakens to the secret of their shared past, the
mysterious force that has always separated them reappears. Ultimately,
they must come to understand what stands in the way of their love if they
are ever to spend a lifetime together.
Eyes Wide Open - Raine Miller 2013-08-20
Following Naked and All In, in the third part in the Blackstone Affair
series Brynne and Ethan find their life together riddled with conflict. Big
surprises are on the horizon for Ethan and Brynne as they struggle to
adjust to what life has thrown at them. Demons from the past are
threatening to destroy the passionate bond they’ve forged despite their
vow that nothing will ever keep them apart. A truly devastating loss
coupled with the promise of a new hope opens their eyes to what is most
important, but is it possible for the lovers to move on from the painful
histories that continue to haunt them? Still lurking in the shadows is a
stalker, plotting evil amidst the distraction of the London Olympic
Games. Brynne and Ethan are on the cusp of losing everything as the
stakes rise. Will they yield to circumstances beyond their control or will
they give every ounce of fight they have left to save each other and win
the ultimate prize of a life together? Eyes Wide Open is a passionwrought story that shows us what pure love can achieve when tested,
and what the heart can accomplish, despite danger and adversity.
Down London Road - Samantha Young 2013-05-07
A woman used to taking charge is about to meet a man who'll make her
lose control in this novel from the New York Times bestselling author of
On Dublin Street. It has always been up to Johanna to care for her family,
particularly her younger brother, Cole. With an absent father and a
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useless mother, she’s been making decisions based on what’s best for
Cole for as long as she can remember. She even determines what men to
date by how much they can provide for her brother and her, not on
whatever sparks may—or may not—fly. But with Cameron MacCabe, the
attraction is undeniable. The sexy new bartender at work gives her
butterflies every time she looks at him. And for once, Jo is tempted to put
her needs first. Cam is just as obsessed with getting to know Jo, but her
walls are too solid to let him get close enough to even try. Then Cam
moves into the flat below Jo’s, and their blistering connection becomes
impossible to ignore. Especially since Cam is determined to uncover all
of Jo’s secrets...even if it means taking apart her defenses piece by piece.
Tamed - Emma Chase 2014-07-15
"In this third book by NYT bestseller Emma Chase, Matthew Fisher --the
best friend of Drew Evans from TANGLED and TWISTED -- wants to
settle down, but he'll have to overcome the mistrust of the colorful and
unique Dee Dee Warren"-Charming the Prince - Teresa Medeiros 2013-01-16
One of the most charming Cinderella stories of all time! Lord Bannor the
Bold has never feared anything in his life--until the war ends and he finds
himself a reluctant papa to a dozen unruly children. He sends his
steward out to find them a mother--some meek, plain creature who won't
tempt him to get her with child. But his steward returns with a spirited
beauty who makes him think of nothing else. Lady Willow is everything
Bannor has sworn to resist. He never dreams she will join forces with
those mischievous imps of his to teach him just how sweet surrender can
be! Book 1 in Teresa Medeiros's ONCE UPON A TIME Series, which
includes Charming the Prince, The Bride and the Beast and Fairest of
Them All Praise for New York Times bestseller CHARMING THE PRINCE
“What joy! The magic that comes from Teresa Medeiros’s pen makes you
smile with satisfaction, sigh with pleasure and wish Charming the Prince
never came to an end.” –Romantic Times “Ms. Medeiros gives her fans
another wonderfully witty and charming tale…purely delightful!” The Old
Book Barn Gazette “From the opening page of Charming the Prince, the
reader knows the fun has just begun…humorous and entertaining. You’ll
be charmed by Charming the Prince.” –Rocky Mountain News “Nobody
writes humor with more heart or passion with more pleasure. Medeiros
is magic!” –New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd ENGLISH
LANGUAGE EDITION Medieval romance, Humorous romance, Historical
romance, Knight romance
Fifty Shades of Grey - E. L. James 2015
When Anastasia Steele, a young literature student, interviews wealthy
young entrepreneur Christian Grey for her campus magazine, their initial
meeting introduces Anastasia to an exciting new world that will change
them both forever. Reissue. Movie tie-in.
Grey - E. L. James 2015-06-18
In Christianâe(tm)s own words, and through his thoughts, reflections,
and dreams, E L James offers a fresh perspective on the love story that
has enthralled millions of readers around the world. CHRISTIAN GREY
exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly
empty âe" until the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a
tangle of shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her,
but instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and
cannot resist. Unlike any woman he has known before, shy, unworldly
Ana seems to see right through him âe" past the business prodigy and
the penthouse lifestyle to Christianâe(tm)s cold, wounded heart. Will
being with Ana dispel the horrors of his childhood that haunt Christian
every night? Or will his dark sexual desires, his compulsion to control,
and the self-loathing that fills his soul drive this girl away and destroy
the fragile hope she offers him?
The Mister - E L James 2019-04-16
The #1 New York Times bestseller—a thrilling and seductive Cinderella
love story from E L James, author of the phenomenal bestselling Fifty
Shades Trilogy. Clasping her plait at the base of her neck, I tug lightly,
bringing her lips up to mine. "Alessia," I breathe, and kiss her again,
softly, slowly. She stills in my arms, then brings her hands up to clutch
my biceps, closing her eyes as she accepts me. I deepen the kiss, my
tongue teasing her lips, and she opens her mouth. She tastes of warmth
and grace and sweet seduction. London, present day. Life has always
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been easy for Maxim Trevelyan, the "spare" to the earldom of Trevethick.
With his good looks, aristocratic connections, and money, he's never had
to work, and he's rarely slept alone. But all that changes when tragedy
strikes and Maxim inherits his family's title, wealth, and estates, and the
responsibility that entails. It's a role he's not prepared for and one he
struggles to face. But his biggest challenge is fighting his desire for an
unexpected, enigmatic young woman who's recently joined his staff.
Reticent, beautiful, and musically gifted, she's an alluring mystery,
possessing little more than a dangerous and troublesome past. As
Maxim's longing for her deepens into a passion he's never experienced
and dares not name, he's left to wonder just who is Alessia Demachi? And
can he protect her from the malevolence that threatens her? From the
heart of London through wild, rural Cornwall to the bleak, forbidding
beauty of the Albanian Balkans, The Mister combines the sensuality of a
modern Regency romance with the danger, desire, and adventure of E L
James's captivating storytelling, leaving the reader breathless to the very
last page.
The Summer of Dead Toys - Antonio Hill 2013-06-18
A skillfully plotted tale of misdeeds and murder--introducing Inspector
Hector Salgado, a detective with a complicated past, a love of cinema . . .
and a tendency to violence. Under a hot Barcelona sun, a killer is feeling
the heat. When the death of a vulnerable young witness in a case of
human trafficking and voodoo causes the normally calm Police Inspector
Hector Salgado to beat someone up, he is moved off the project and sent
instead to investigate a teenager's fall to his death in one of Barcelona's
uptown areas. As Salgado begins to uncover the inconvenient truths
behind the city's most powerful families, two seemingly unsolvable cases
are set to implode under the hot Barcelona sun.
Girl with a Pearl Earring - Tracy Chevalier 2001-01-01
The New York Times bestselling novel by the author of Remarkable
Creatures and The Last Runaway Translated into thirty-nine languages
and made into an Oscar-nominated film, starring Scarlett Johanson and
Colin Firth Tracy Chevalier transports readers to a bygone time and
place in this richly-imagined portrait of the young woman who inspired
one of Vermeer's most celebrated paintings. History and fiction merge
seamlessly in this luminous novel about artistic vision and sensual
awakening. Girl with a Pearl Earring tells the story of sixteen-year-old
Griet, whose life is transformed by her brief encounter with genius . . .
even as she herself is immortalized in canvas and oil.
Release Me - J. Kenner 2013-01-01
NATONAL BESTSELLER • The first book in the sexy, emotionally
charged Stark trilogy—a romance between a powerful man who’s never
heard “no” and a fiery woman who says “yes” on her own terms Wealthy,
powerful, and exceedingly dangerous, Damien Stark wants to own me. . .
. Or at least my likeness. He’s offered me one million dollars to pose for a
nude portrait that will become the diamond of his private art collection.
And I need the money. Bad. But it soon becomes obvious that this deal is
too good to be true, and that Mr. Stark wants much more from me than I
ever planned on giving. Except now I just might want him as much as he
wants me. Some say he’s a killer, that this game of seduction could lead
to my demise. . . . But what if it’s worth the risk? BONUS: This edition
includes excerpts from J. Kenner's Claim Me and Say My Name. Don’t
miss any of the Stark Saga, intended for mature audiences. Begin your
journey with RELEASE ME, CLAIM ME, & COMPLETE ME
Shadow Princess - Indu Sundaresan 2010-03-23
Critically acclaimed author Indu Sundaresan picks up where she left off
in The Twentieth Wife and The Feast of Roses, returning to seventeenthcentury India as two princesses struggle for supremacy of their father’s
kingdom. Trapped in the shadow of the magnificent tomb their griefstricken father is building for his beloved deceased wife, the emperor’s
daughters compete for everything: control over the imperial harem, their
father’s affection, and the future of their country. They are forbidden to
marry and instead choose to back different brothers in the fight for
ultimate power over the throne. But only one of the sisters will succeed.
With an enthusiasm for history and a flair for rich detail, Indu
Sundaresan brings readers deep into the complicated lives of Indian
women of the time period and highlights the profound history of one of
the most celebrated works of architecture in the world, the Taj Mahal.
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